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• In this article, we propose a context-aware architecture with mobile

cloud support for vehicular cyber-physical systems (VCPS).

• The introduction of context-aware technology may provide more

convenience and safety guarantees for drivers, passengers, and

pedestrians.

• Mobile cloud computing(MCC), and context-aware technologies boost a

growing interest in the design, development, and deployment of

vehicular networks for emerging applications.
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• MCC can provide a flexible method of handling massive computing,

storage, and software services in a scalable and virtualized manner.

• The applications and services in a CVC often form multiple end-to-end

cyber physical flows that operate in multi-layered environments to

provide quality of service (QoS) assurance such as timeliness, reliability,

and convenience.

• This leads to an increasing evolutionary tendency to change from

vehicular networks toward cloud-assisted context-aware vehicular cyber

physical systems.
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• In this section, we propose a context-aware architecture with mobile

cloud support and two crucial service components.

• The applications and services in CVC can be divided into three different

computational layers:

1. location computational layer

2. vehicle computational layer

3. cloud computational layer.

CLOUD-ASSISTED CONTEXT-AWARE ARCHITECTURE
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• In the location computational layer, roadside equipment (RSE) deployed

at strategic locations can exchange information with OBE installed on

vehicles.

• In the vehicle range, onboard equipment (OBE) installed in the vehicle

can provide all kinds of services.

• For Instance: GPS navigation and entertainment.
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What is RSE and OBE…..?
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• Both RSE and neighboring OBE are interconnected and share context

aware traffic information and entertainment resources.
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• Vehicles outside the range of any RSE may still be connected to the rest

of the vehicle and infrastructure network via neighboring vehicles.
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• In the cloud computational layer, an increasing number of applications

and services (e.g. Vehicle multimedia contents and historical traffic

information).

• An inter-cloud environment in CVC includes multiple cloud systems

running with different policies working with each other to share

resources.

• The interactions among the different types of clouds are achieved

through inter-cloud root and then connected to wireless network.

MULTI-LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
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• In crucial service components there are two remarkable service

components

1. vehicular social networks and

2. context-aware vehicular security.

CRUCIAL SERVICE COMPONENTS
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• The support with vehicular social networks, VCPS will open up some

emerging services (e.g., real-time traffic information prediction).

• vehicular social networks include not only traffic status studies, but also

planning to reduce traffic, traffic organizations, and traffic safety.

• Thus, the CVC will increasingly incorporate the analysis of vehicular

social networks into intelligent transportation analytics.

VEHICULAR SOCIAL NETWORKS
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• The security and privacy issues in CVC are reflected in the different

layers.

• Context can be incorporated into various security services, such as

access control, encryption, and authentication.

• Context can also be incorporated into security in different ways such as

supplementing user attributes and replacing user attributes.

• In order to implement CVSMs, we should design a context-aware

vehicular security framework that may include several functional units.

CONTEXT-AWARE VEHICULAR SECURITY
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• For Instance: data collection, policy management, misbehavior detection,

and trust management.

• At last through the use of various pieces of vehicular context

information, a vehicle can determine the circumstances under which

misbehavior occurs.

• For Instance: road conditions, speed and time factors.

CONTEXT-AWARE VEHICULAR SECURITY
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